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CRUISE OBJECTIVES
1) Use the Station Service Devices ROV to deploy peepers (mini pore fluid samplers),
collect targeted push cores, and conduct active geochemical surveys with GANDI (a
suite of physical and chemical sensors) mounted on the vehicle
2) Deploy one leg of the Horizontal Line Array of hydrophones on the seafloor and
connect the array to the data recovery system (pop-up buoy) via the Integrated Data
and Power unit,
3) Deploy the Chimney Sampler Array of physical and chemical sensors for the arrays
first, long term deployment,
4) Inspect the second Pore Fluid Array and assess the potential to recover the osmosampler package from the top of the array,
5) Repeat the water column profiling conducted during the June, 2010 cruise in which
laterally extensive plumes of methane were detected at multiple depths, and
6) Deploy the Mola Mola photo surveying AUV for engineering operations and habitat
surveys of select areas of MC-118.
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INTRODUCTION
A scientific research cruise was undertaken to Mississippi Canyon Federal Lease Block
118 (Fig. 1) from September 9 -14, 2010 aboard the R/V Pelican. A portion of the block
has been reserved by BOEMRE (the former Minerals Management Services) for use by
the Gulf of Mexico Hydrates Research Consortium to investigate gas hydrates. The
consortium has chosen the site for the installation of a seafloor observatory to monitor
and evaluate the forcing factors involved with the formation and dissociation of gas
hydrates. Multiple groups and labs were represented on the cruise to complete a wide
range of objectives (as presented on the front page of this report) and were initiated
according to the following sequence of events and then proceeded based on scheduling
and the state of readiness for each activity:
- Conduct Science meeting to go over the cruise objectives and discuses
scheduling
- Calibration of equipment including the USBL NAV system and the Mola Mola
AUV
- Sea casts for water column profiling
- Station Service Device ROV operations
- Mola Mola AUV operations
- Seafloor Observatory array and instrument installations
Table one summarizes the groups represented on the cruise and their areas of interest.

Figure 1. Location map of Federal Lease Block Mississippi Canyon 118 (MC 118) in
the northern Gulf of Mexico.
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sampling, ROVARD.
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Matt Lowe, Sys Specialist
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Larry Overstreet, Sys Spec
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Chris Martens (UNC-CH)
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Howard Mendlovitz, Eng.
Dan Hoer, PhD candidate
Tingting Yang, PhD candidate
Max Woolsey, Eng.

Table 1. Principle Investigators and primary areas of interest.

TRANSIT AND CALIBRATION ACTIVITES
En route to the site, the Chief Scientist called a cruise meeting of all the science and
engineering participants to discuss the goals, scheduling and staffing needs for a
successful cruise. A total of five ROV dives were identified during the meeting to 1) lay
out the Horizontal Line geophysical Array (HLA), 2) connect the HLA to the Data
Recovery System via the Integrated Data and Power unit, 3) collect target push cores in
vent areas, across microbial mats and oil aggregates, 4) remove Chimney Sampler Arrays
from the ROVARD lander and place them on the seafloor, and 5) recover the osmosampler package form the top of the Pore Fluid Array. The ROV was also readied before
the cruise to accept a package of chemical and physical sensors for bottom and water
column profiling on select dives where the added weight would not be a factor. Other
primary activities, such as sea casts and AUV operations, would work around the ROV
missions and would have required 24 hour operations if all had gone well. As the cruise
advanced it became apparent that round the clock operations were not required, never the
less, 20-hour days were logged.
A calibration of the Mola Mola AUV navigation system was also conducted during the
transit while still in shallow water, on the shelf, to align the inertial and Doppler velocity
systems (described in detail in Appendix 1). Upon arrival at MC118, the Ultra Short
Base Line subsea positioning system was calibrated. After mounting the transceiver on
the stiff arm and deploying the calibration mooring, the ship executed a series of figure
eight patterns around the seafloor transponder until the relative error dropped to less than
one percent. The calibration mooring was equipped with an ADCP for evaluating
seafloor currents before deploying the unmanned vehicles. The mooring with the
transponder and ADCP was recovered following the calibration run.

SEA CASTS and WATER COLUMN PROFILING
Sea cast were initiated following the calibration run and while the ROV was being
prepared for the first dive. The primary goal for the sea casts was to re-profile and resample the same six sites profiled during the June, 2010 cruise aboard the R/V Pelican
which identified two deep water plumes of methane at 600 and 800m bsl.
The ships rosette was equipped with Niskin bottles, Seabird CTD and augmented with an
external CDOM fluorometer, oxygen and turbidity sensor. The Gandhi sensor package
designed for operations on the Station Service Device by MMRI and Martens’ group at
UNC-CH was also added to the rosette. Gandhi drew power from the rosette but logged
all data internally for post-cast evaluation (the system is designed for real-time data on
the Station Service Device). This sensor package is built around a Seaguard CTD logger
and modem with the addition of two METS methane sensor, two Opto optical oxygen
sensors and a ZPulse Doppler current sensor (planner ADCP). A USBL transponder was
also attached to the rosette for improved positioning and for tracking the cast on HyPack
hydrographic survey software.
A summary of the casts are presented in Table 2 and plotted on Figure 2 below. As
indicated in the table, a total of six casts were completed over the course of the cruise.
Five of these casts reoccupied sites profiled and sampled in June and one reoccupied a
site sampled on May 31, 2010 by the R/V Walton Smith, southwest of the Deepwater
Horizon site. The final two casts were not completed or attempted because of an
electrical failure in the Seabird CTD effectively shutting down all operations of the
rosette including water sampling and the operation of external sensors (such as the
Gandhi system).
Water samples were collected on each cast from various depths and retained for
chemical and microbial analysis by Rachel Wilson (FSU) and Tingting Yang (UNC-CH)
respectively. FSU water samples were preserved onboard by adding KOH (to inhibit
microbial action) and a helium (2 atm) headspace. The samples will be analyzed later at
Florida State University for methane concentrations and δ13C. UNC-CH samples were
filtered through 0.2um Isopore TM membrane. One liter from each Niskin bottle was
filtered for biomass estimates and subsequent DNA/RNA extraction and sequencing.
At-sea evaluations of the CTD casts and the Gandhi profiles did not show any indications
of the existence of hydrocarbon in the water column. Sensors used to indicate the
potential for hydrocarbons in the water column, including oxygen, CDOM, transitivity,
and direct methane measurements, did not detect abnormal or unusual readings in any of
the sea casts. The results of the water sampling analysis will be reported at the October,
2010 Gulf of Mexico Hydrates Research Consortium meeting.

CAST
(09-2010)

TARGET
(pervious
cast No.)

Start
Location

Bottom
Location

End
Location

(Deg Min)

(Deg Min)

(Deg Min)

Alpha Vent
(cast 15)

28 51.1025

28 51.135

28 51.136

Hit Target,

88 29.837

88 29.525

88 29.525

Collect Bottles

Bravo Vent
(cast 14)

28 51.268

28 51.195

28 51.113

Hit Target

88 29.507

88 29.403

88 29.320

Collect Bottles

28 51.438
88 28.402

28 51.277
88 28.578

6

East of
Mound (cast
13)
SW of
DWH
(WS46)
Fault
intersection
(MS4)
Pock Mark

88 29.5662

7*

NW area
(MS3)
CSA site

1
2
3

4

5

8*

SW of
Mound
(MS2)

Back ground cast,
Collect Bottles

28 41.7159

Re cast of Walton
Smith from May 2010

88 26.0855
28 51.4279
88 29.1149
28 51.4230

Comments

28 51.392
88 29.224

28 51.3463
88 29.475

Hit target

28 51.449
88 29.740

28 51.4230

Hit target

88 29.8729

Collected Bottles

Cast MS-4

28 51.5924

Cast aborted

88 29.3829

CTD broken
Cast not done
Background cast
approx 1300m SW of
mound

Table 2. Rosette cast locations and targets. * indicates cast not completed or
attempted because of electrical failure in ships CTD which controls bottle triggers and
supplies power for the supplemental profiling instruments (Gandhi sensor package).

Figure 2. High resolution bathymetric image of Woolsey Mound at MC-118 with the
locations of five of the CTD Rosette casts.

STATION SERVICE DEVICE (SSD) ROV OPERATIONS:
The SSD was ready for deployment late on the afternoon of September 11th. The mission
plan was changed to a more conservative first dive because of uncertainties in the
readiness of the vehicle since the last cruise. The SSD experienced a significant
electrical fault during the June, 2010 cruise resulting in the loss of key serial cards in the
main electronics bottle. Extensive testing and evaluations has been conducted since the
last cruise including replacement of several cables and connectors but no clear cause for
the problem was identified. A lower risk first dive was, therefore, deemed more
appropriate and the mission changed from conducting a major deployment to an emphasis
on reconnaissance and coring.
The SSD was launched with the core carrousel loaded with seven push core tubes (16
inches long, 2.5 inches diameter) and one water/oil slurper. The vehicle touched down
near the central pod and the unit was inspected to evaluate the best approach for the
subsequent dive to deploy the Horizontal Arrays. From this location the SSD, in its
lander caged, was transported a few meters off the bottom along a northward transect
following a fault scarp. The emerging geologic model for the site indicates that the faults
and fracture system strongly influence fluid migration and hydrate accumulation at the
mound. The second Pore Fluid Array (PFA) was encountered along this transect at 28º
51.4216´N, 88º 29.6727´W. This is the first visual confirmation of the PFA location
since its deployment in 2008. The array appeared in good condition, standing erect and
to have fully penetrated the subbottom. Coils of cable lying near the base of the array
were also visible and may represent the remnants of a cable that was bitten off by a shark
during an electrical resistivity survey in May 2008.
The SSD was set on the bottom and flew out toward the PFA and, while in the vicinity of
the array, collected a set of three push cores. One of these cores was flipped over by the
ROV during recovery, and mixed with supernatant water. The sediment in the cores was
reddish-ochre in color, which is typical for sediments at MC118 that lie outside of
extensive mat or hydrocarbon seepage areas. The undisturbed cores, however, had an
unusual orange-red flocculated material on the surface that is not typical of cores from
this site.
After collecting the push cores, the lander and SSD were moved to a site approximately
33m east of the PFA were a sonar reflector was identified while searching for the PFA.
The site turned out to be an area of tube like structures/fauna that arch over the substrate.
Michela Ingrassia’s (marine biologist) initial/field classification is polychaete worms (28º
51.4191’N , 88º 29.6564W). This was the first photographic survey of these life forms at
MC118.
The reconnaissance continued along the fault scarp, northward from this point to an area
of hummocks and a specific site covered with extensive grey-brown flocs; initially
mistaken for a microbial mat of sulfur-oxidizing Beggiatoa spp. Core VII was collected
from outside the area of flocculation, Core IV from the edge, and Core I from the thickest
part of the flocculated material (28º 51.4819´N, 88º 29.6521´N). Upon recovery of both
sets of cores, these dark gray and/or reddish orange flocs resembled a similar flocs

reported Dr Joye, on a concurrent cruise aboard the RV Oceanus in other areas near the
Macondo oil spill, and interpreted by her group as oil aggregate snow.

Figure 3. High resolution bathymetric image of Woolsey Mound in MC-118 with
the locations of push cores and select arrays plotted.
Reconnaissance resumed again along the scarp northward and then around to the east.
Abundant mats were observed in the bend of the scarp and an area of heavy shell beds
was observed at the location where the northeast leg of the future HLA is scheduled to
cross the fault. The SSD was set down at this location to collect one last core when
communications with the SSD were lost. The mission was aborted after approximately
eight hours of dive time and the vehicle was recovered.
After the cruise, the cores were kept cool (~4°C) and transported to UNC-CH where they
were sliced into 2cm layers. Subsamples from each section were submitted to GERG,
Texas A&M University for petrochemical analysis (TPH, Alkanes, Aromatics and PAH).
The remaining material was frozen at -80°C for 16S rRNA sequencing and microbial
community analysis (Thursday, Sept 16), or kept at 4°C in falcon tubes until
porewater/sediment separation by centrifugation for porewater analysis (sulfate, sulfide,
DIC, LMW org. acids) (Saturday, Sept 18).

Figure 3. Flocculated material on the top of push core VII (left) and VI
(right). Field of view is approximately 2.5 inches wide.
SEAFLOOR OBSERVATORY ARRAY and INSTRUMENT INSTALLATIONS
The ROVARD (ROV Assisted Recovery Device) is an innovative new deployment and
recovery devise designed and developed by MMRI. It was born out the need to recover
massive observatory components such as battery units and large arrays and was further
indicated with the emergence of new, subsea, optical modem systems underdevelopment.
The potential for arrays and sensors to be un-fettered by cables has suggested the need for
deployment of replaceable power and data transmission centers (at least until the facility
is cabled to land).
The ROVARD is built around a sturdy and stable platform that can set down on most
bottom types using the trawl winch. USBL and acoustic releases allow the lander to
placed with meter accuracy on a preselected target. The platform is recovered by
triggering a separate acoustic release which retains a series of glass hats attached to a
spool of Ultrex lift line. Once the floats breach the surface, the platform can be reeled on
board with the trawl winch. The ROVARD is a similar design to the proven Pop-up
Buoy currently on the seafloor (the Pop-up Buoy is used to recover the fiber-optic data
recovery cable from the seafloor to down-load data).
The ROVARD was chosen as the deployment vehicle for the Chimney Sampler Array
and for Peepers. The Chimney Sampler Array (CSA) is a suite of instruments arrange
around a tubular chimney for the evaluation of chemical flux at the benthic boundary.
The CSA is being developed by Martens’ group at UNC-CH and includes Mets
(methane), Opto (O2), Zpulse (current), temperature, pressure, conductivity, and turbidity

sensors selectively mounted within and external to the chimneys. Peepers are small,
easily deployable, pore fluid samplers developed by Chanton’s group at FSU.
To accommodate the CSA, the ROVARD was modified to contain the battery packs, hard
mounted sensors and the removable Chimneys themselves. The most technically
challenging of these mounts were for the Chimneys, as these units need to make firm
contact with the seabed upon deployment but cannot withstand a hard landing or deep
penetration if the lander should be place in soft sediment. In addition, the units still
needed to mounted in such a way that the option existed for an ROV to peel the chimneys
off for more precise placement over areas of interest. To accommodate these demands,
the MMRI shop designed spring loaded, articulating arms to mount the chimneys on the
lander and brackets with cut bands for removing the units with an ROV.
The Peepers are small, light weight instruments that are easily deployed from the SSD,
however, with the crash of the ROV these sensors were also mounted to the ROVARD.
The Peepers were hard mounted to the frame at an estimated height for proper penetration
based on a best guess form the previous nights dive.
The target location for placement of the CSA was selected as the site where push cores
were collected through dark gray flocs the night before. This site satisfied several of the
criteria for placement of the CSA: an area of active faulting, near PFA 2, and in an area
with chemical activity. A fourth criteria of exposed hydrates was not met but as noted in
the Cruises Log (Appendix 2) there was an unusual outcrop in this area that may have
been exposed hydrates.
The deployment started on the afternoon of the September 13. The ROVARD with the
CSA and Peepers attached was lowered to near seafloor depths and, with the aid of a
USBL positioning system overlain by high resolution bathymetry, First Mate was able to
place the ROVARD directly over the target and a message was sent to activate the
acoustic release. The message had to be sent repeatedly before the release finally
triggered. In the end, the array was placed approximately 16 meters to the southwest of
the target but still along the base of the scarp. We plan to deploy one or both of the
chimneys away from the lander on the next cruise.

MOLA MOLA (MM) AUV OPERATIONS
The MM is a specialized photo AUV which was brought to MC118 to produce photo
mosaics of the seafloor for terrain and habitat studies. During the last cruise the MM was
on (fall of 2009), high quality photos were obtained of the seafloor but positioning issues
limited photo mosaic techniques. The vehicle has undergone extensive software and
hardware evaluations since that cruise and it was anticipated that limited to extensive
surveys of MC118 might be acquired during this cruise. Several engineering missions
were planned to evaluate the updates made to the vehicle before attempting a deep,
seafloor dive.
During the cruise, the vehicle under went three deployments to evaluate the tracking,
positioning, and maneuverability in vertical and horizontal planes at relatively shallow

depths below sea level. Several hardware and software issues arose prior to and during
these dives and significant advancements were made on these issues while at sea. In the
end though, the vehicles mission planning system was not able to maintain the vehicle at
a given altitude or track a specified course. These issues are presented in a complete and
detailed report on AUV activities provided in Appendix 1.

Figure 4. The ROVARD ready for deployment. Pictured from right to left Dan Hoer and
Howard Mendlovitz (UNC-CH), Larry Overstreet, Brian Noakes, and Matt Lowe
(MMRI)
A concurrent issue arose involving the incompatibility of the Linkquest USBL
positioning systems. Significant effort has been made in the past to assure compatibility
of STRC’s transponders with UVTC’s transceiver and it was assumed that the reversal
would hold true (where we used our transceiver with UVTC’s transponder on the MM).
This was not the case and contact with the manufacturer during the cruise did not resolve
the issue.
CONCLUSIONS
The cruise had several successful accomplishments as well as a few defeats. For the most
part, water column profiling successfully replicated the work done in June 2011 until the
CTD seabird modem failed (the boat did not carry a spare on this cruise). The new
ROVARD deployment system worked well and the expeditious recovery of valuable data
next spring should be relatively straight forward with this new system. The Station
Service Device also had a very good first dive. New areas were surveyed and targeted
push cores from high value targets were recovered. In the end, however, an electrical
fault in the fiber-optic module shut down operations with the vehicle and the Horizontal

Line Arrays could not be deployed. Geochemical survey with the Gandi sensor package
could not be attempted on the SSD either. The Mola Mola AUV received some much
needed sea time to work through a range of navigation issues but in the end a photo
survey was not attempted with the vehicle. The next cruise to MC118 is scheduled for
September 26, 2011 and much work needs to be done on the ROV before then.
APPENDISES
Appendix One: Mola Mola AUV Activities Report
Appendix Two: Event Log

Mola Mola Cruise Report
MM006: MC118 ROV/AUV Cruise
R/V Pelican
September 9–14, 2010
Operations: Max Woolsey, Andy Gossett, Matt Lowe, Brian Noakes,
Larry Overstreet
Reporting: Max Woolsey
Summary
The Mola Mola operated alongside the SSD ROV and CTD operations aboard the Pelican in the
vicinity of MC118. In the three days on site, a calibration tow and three untethered engineering
missions were conducted. Navigation and tracking issues prevented a full depth science dive.
Cruise Plan
The following outline was made for Mola Mola operations on MM006. These stages were intended
to fit between other activities of the cruise as time allowed.
• <30m
• Initial static ballast test
• Nav system calibration tow
• Engineering tests
• Revised static ballast test
• Powered ballast test
• “Pogo” tests
• Shallow box maneuver
• Surveys
• Coarse around a target point
• Fine around a point targeted from the coarse survey
• Repeat surveys if possible
The calibration and engineering tests are covered in their respective sections below. The intended
surveys were designed as grid patterns with both NS and EW lines allowing many image crossings.
The coarse and fine surveys were to have line spacings of ~20m and ~5m respectively, with the coarse
survey having much greater coverage and the fine survey having acrosstrack image overlap. The
TrackLink system is necessary during these surveys both for vehicle safety and for comparison with the
vehicle's internal positioning.
Schedule
9/9
Vehicle and topside gear were assembled.
The vehicle was powered up and tested late Thursday. Batteries were charged for a short time; they
had maintained their state of 85% from previous charging in the lab. Observed ethernet failure and
thruster problem.
9/10
Ethernet problem investigated.
Static ballast test and INS/DVL alignment tow performed after departing port.

9/11
PC/104 power problem arose and was fixed.
Thruster software problem fixed.
Miscellaneous mechanical and software changes were made and tested during SSD mission.
9/12
Static ballast test performed.
Engineering trial mis01 conducted and its logs were analyzed.
Offset between Phins and vehicle control occurred, as discovered in MM004 engineering trials.
TrackLink incompatibility detected.
Vehicle reballasted.
Engineering trial mis02 conducted.
9/13
Phins/control problem tested throughout the day.
New trial mis03 written in time for one last deployment before returning to port.
Disassembly began for vehicle and lab while heading to port.
Vehicle and Lab Assembly
Mola Mola was assembled on the 01 deck with ballast set according to pictures and notes from
MM005. The control station was set up on the inboard bench of the port lab. This location provided
plenty of room for the two laptops, comms gear, and power supplies as well as space for working on
vehicle housings. Space was also available for the TrackLink interface, but in this cruise, all tracking
and bridge display functions were to be managed from Andy's station in the starboard lab. The
900MHz antenna was mounted along the rail of the 02 deck, and the modem transducer was situated on
the port side aft of the TrackLink pole but forward of the STRC workshop container.

Figure 1 Mola Mola being deployed from its outoftheway station on the 01 deck

Ethernet Connection
The vehicle was found to have a bad connection between the ethernet deck cable and ethernet
bulkhead connector. Initially, vehicle was powered and connection was established using the serial
modem with no ethernet link. The electronics housing (core) was removed and brought into the lab
where the vehicle network could be examined in detail. All connections were cleaned and all cable
runs were checked for continuity, and an ethernet link was made upon repowering the core.
After sealing the core and reassembling the vehicle, the ethernet link was down once again. The
solution for the cruise was to unplug and replug the ethernet connector at the core bulkhead until the
link was established. After a link was made, it seemed stable until the cable needed to be unplugged for
deployment. This connection will require further lab testing.
Calibration Tow
A relatively straight 2 km line is necessary for calibrating the offset between the vehicle's INS and
DVL. This requires that the vehicle be towed at the surface for GPS aiding of the INS and in less than
30m of water so that the DVL can track the bottom. The hardwired ethernet connection must be
maintained as well.
The vehicle was towed off the port using the crane. The quick release was hung from the crane hook
on a lifting strap. A block holding the tow line and ethernet cable was connected directly to the hook so
that upon releasing the vehicle, the crane still held the tether. The tow line was connected to the front
bail of the vehicle, and the other end was tied off to a cleat. To recover the vehicle, the tow line was
pulled in and the block was moved closer to the port rail. The vehicle's top bail was caught by a lifting
hook on a strap, and the crane was maneuvered so that the strap could be attached to the crane hook.
Preceding the calibration run, the vehicle's ballasting was observed. The tail of the vehicle hung just
under the surface. More time would be needed later for distributing flotation, but the tow test was run
as scheduled.

Figure 2 Deploying for INS/DVL calibration  before and after tripping the quick release
PC/104 Power Connector
On the morning of day 3 the core would not power up. The current display on the power supply
cycled randomly between 0.5A and 0.7A, suggesting that the PC/104 was switching on and off. The
core was removed again, and power components investigated. The DC/DC converter outputs were
verified. The power connector to the motherboard was properly clipped in place, but seemed to be
making intermittent contact. The contacts were checked, the connector was replugged, and the core
was powered on successfully. More bench tests were run, the core was sealed and the vehicle

reassembled.
The problem returned a short time later and the core was once again opened in the lab. Paul and
Scott of SDI added that they had seen that same problem with identical connectors, at which point I
decided to solder the four wires directly onto the motherboard. The problem did not return during the
cruise, and the fix may be sufficient as a longterm solution.
Thruster Messaging Timeout
During deck tests, the thrusters would stop, power cycle, and resume operation after 45 seconds.
This behavior had occurred sporadically in the lab and was somewhat expected. Examining the thruster
driver (Sensors/SIO_animatics.c) revealed that this behavior would result from the computer sending a
message to the thruster and not receiving a reply back from the thruster within a specified timeout
period. Since the serial ports are still running in polling mode due to a previous unresolved issue,
increased latency could be causing the message turnaround time to exceed the timeout period.
The timeout was originally set to 50ms. To resolve the problem, the timeout was opened excessively
and then gradually decreased to 75ms. This value was deemed acceptable since it is within the overall
control cycle period of 100ms. This solution is just a temporary patch for an overarching serial
problem.
Engineering Trial – mis01
The first engineering mission was run on the morning of day 4. The vehicle's static ballast
characteristics were monitored before the mission, and it appeared to be fairly balanced fore and aft.
This mission was designed as a series of tests of several subsystems. The two mission files that were to
be run during mis01 were pogo.mp and testBox.mp.
The first mission file composed solely of vertical commands. The first component of this mission
was a typical active ballast test, in which the vehicle was commanded to hold position at depth while
logging the amount of effort needed to hold it down. This depth was chosen to be 20m. The next step
was intended to test the vehicle's ability to dive and surface at two rates, 0.2 m/s (standard) and 0.4 m/s
(experimental). The value of this test is significant when considering the descent and ascent time
required at MC118.
The second mission file was a 50m square pattern to be run at 50m depth. This would test the
vehicle's ability to position itself using the Phins with no position or velocity aiding. In addition to the
ballast, vertical, and xy tests, the camera system was set to start collecting images after completion of
the ballast test.
During the first test, the vehicle ascended partly through the mission and remained on the surface,
even though it telemetered both acoustically and over the RF modem that it was trying to dive to 20m.
After a short time, the mission was manually terminated over the RF console. Instead of immediately
recovering the vehicle, the second mission file was attempted. The vehicle delayed a while before
diving, probably due to a trajectory generator windup error as has been seen before. The depth
approached the goal, but the vehicle began to float back to the surface. At this point, an “Abort to
home” message and a “New home” message were sent acoustically to command the vehicle to power
back to the surface. The commands were received, and the vehicle responded properly after a
subsequent trajectory windup glitch.
Analysis of the logs show that one major problem was that the vehicle was ballasted much too
conservatively. The vertical thruster speed, which is capped to 150 RPM, oscillated around 125 RPM
just to hold position. During descent, the thruster was operating at its (software) limit and the vehicle

was unable to maintain the target rate of 0.2 m/s.

Figure 3 Depth (top) and thruster RPM (bottom) vs. time during depthholding exercise
On the top graph, the thick teal line shows depth, and the blue line shows target depth behavior (depth
trajectory). On the far left, the vehicle is held at the surface by the quick release. After the vehicle was
released, note that the slope of the depth is more gradual than the target rate of 0.2 m/s (also visible at
the right).
TrackLink Incompatibility
An additional problem detected during mis01 was that the TrackLink system was not providing proper
vehicle tracking. The topside software and hardware was functioning properly during calibration at the
beginning of the cruise as well as during several hours of ROV operations the night before. The
vehiclemounted transponder had been working during the previous year; however, a different set of
topside gear was in use. Apparently, the problem was due to an incompatibility of equipment, so a test
dataset was acquired by hanging the vehicle's transponder at a fixed offset from the hydrophone and
logging tracking data for ten minutes.
No solution was attained during the cruise, but subsequent conversation with Ning and George from
LinkQuest confirmed the incompatibility. LinkQuest offered to resolve the compatibility issues upon
receiving a list of the combinations of topside gear and transponders that may arise during cruises. A
deck cable should be purchased for checking and changing settings on the ER and MM transponders.
Engineering Trial – mis02
The vehicle was deployed again on the night of day 4 after 3.3 lbs. of flotation was removed. It
floated noticeably lower in the water. The pogo mission was run again, apparently with a similar
failure. In a field test of the new text editing protocol, the mission was modified over the RF link.
The camera and LEDs would remain off for the next attempt of the mission. The second attempt ran to

completion. At the end of the mission (vehicle in home mode) two “New home” acoustic messages
were sent to the vehicle to command it to hold position at depth and return to the surface, respectively.
When the testBox.mp mission was run, the vehicle reported that it was starting at (0,0), which was
extremely unlikely. The raw logs of these missions may be read linebyline, but for an unknown
reason, the mission analysis software (seabedplot) cannot open them properly.
The correlation of the camera and LEDs with the depthkeeping failure is a bit of a mystery at the
moment. The most intuitive thought is that the large LED arrays are drawing excessive current, but the
most powersensitive components, the PC/104 stack and the Phins, do not seem to be perturbed by the
LED switching. Extensive lab testing will be needed to understand the ties between this cause and
effect.
Position source switching
During both lab and deck testing, the the vehicle seemed to properly utilize position data derived
from the Phins input. The lat/long position was projected into a local meterbased coordinate plane
with an origin set at a particular point of interest. This enables missions to be generically constructed
around an origin, and prior to deployment the origin is tied to a geographic point.
During MM004, the Phins was used as the vehicle's primary navigation source for the first time.
During log analysis of the trials in this mission, an irregular yet fairly static offset was seen between the
logged position and the raw Phins position. By looking at mis01 and mis02 in greater detail, the cause
of this offset became apparent. The vehicle software begins with the Phins as the sole position source.
When a mission is launched, the vehicle position is inadvertently reset to zero, and all geographic
positioning is lost. In response to the mission, the position source reverts to the dead reckoning
solution computed by the vehicle computer. During MM004, the vehicle was launched fairly close to
the origin point and these shallow water tests ensured bottom lock from launch time. This accounts for
the small, near constant offset between the Phins and dead reckoning positions.
The section of code devoted to source switching was located after several deck tests. By making
changes to the software and default mission parameters, a solution to this problem was attempted.
More effort will be needed to properly control the behavior of source switching.
Engineering Trial – mis03
A new mission was written to test navigation capability. This was a simple file called gotoOrigin.mp
which consisted of a dive to 20 m and a command to head toward the (0,0) point. The vehicle would be
deployed a short distance from the origin, and should then proceed toward it.
Upon deployment, the vehicle acoustically reported a position of x=NA y=NA. I begged to differ
with the applicability of these coordinates. A fix would require recompiling the code on the vehicle, so
the vehicle was recovered when it surfaced shortly thereafter.
Miscellaneous Developments
Five additional developments made during the cruise are worth mentioning. The output of the Paro
has been properly reconfigured (work began on MM005) so that it reports PSI which is now handled
properly by both the vehicle software and the Phins. The PSI input was necessary for the Phins in order
to provide a depth reference for position computation using LBL beacon ranges.
Vertical thruster current was incorporated into the acoustic packet from the vehicle. Unfortunately,
this comes through as an unscaled integer reporting amps of current draw, so the reported values are

either 0, 1, or 2, which doesn't provide much information. The value should either be scaled by an
order of magnitude or simply replaced by RPM instead of current.
The core mounting collar attaching to the lift bail was modified so it rests against the core rather than
clamping around it. This modification allows faster and safer removal and assembly of the lift bail, a
necessary step in servicing the core, without compromising any mounting strength or functionality.
One failed system is the drop weight mechanism. The same corrodible link was used throughout the
testing for maximum vehicle safety. At the end of mis03, the vehicle returned with the release open,
but with the weight still in place.
Last, the altimeter driver is nearing completion, but when testing, no signals were received from the
altimeter itself. The core wiring and product documentation should be revisited in the lab for further
testing of the altimeter.
Open Issues
New
Test and fix bad ethernet connection
Resolve TrackLink incompatibility
Get deck cable for TrackLink transponder
Find effect on missions caused by powering on the lights
Confirm altimeter is working
Redesign drop weight system
Existing
Serial ports only function in polling mode
Phins/DVL must be mounted together and vehicle reballasted
Prop mounting with brass hubs still needs to be completed
Ability of Phins to handle LBL updates has not yet been tested
Acquire spare antennas (vehicle and topside)
New topside GUI needed for planning and realtime monitoring
Integrate TPS sensor
In progress
Thruster latency problem patched, but needs to be monitored
Position source switching needs to be controlled properly
Properly trigger the lights/camera
Scale the vertical thruster current sent via acoustic modem (or just send RPM instead)
Figure out why the camera keeps dropping frames, and fix it
Resolved
Battery controller has been replaced and is functioning properly
Paro depth scaling problem resolved – depth is in agreement between vehicle nav and Phins raw
Conclusion
Engineering trials uncovered numerous faults in vehicle software and hardware beyond those found
during tests carried out on land. While some corrective procedures at sea allowed for further
engineering tests to be conducted, the faults will ultimately be rectified over the next few months.
Although the science goal of collecting images from the MC118 hydrate mound was not reached, the
greatest achievement of the cruise was operating outoftheway within the constraints of an SSD
cruise. In subsequent cruises, the pairing of AUV and ROV can be utilized to mutual benefit.
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Event Log
September 9-15, 2010
R/V Pelican Cruise to MC-118
Cruise Objectives and PI’s
1. Chris Martens group (UNC-CH) represented by Howard Mendlovitz and Dan Hoer
1.1. Deploy the Chimney Sampler Array
1.1.1. Along active scarp in the NW
1.1.2. Over exposed Hydrates
1.2. Deploy Gahndi sensor package
1.2.1. On SSD for bottom and water column profiling
1.2.2. On rosette for water Column profiling
2. Jeff Chanton’s group (FSU) represented by Rachel Wilson
2.1. Recover PFA osmo-sampler package
2.2. Deploy new PFA osmo-sampler package
2.3. Deploy peepers
2.4. Collect water column samples for GC analysis
2.5. Pore fluid samples from SSD push cores
3. Andreas Teske’s group (UNC-CH) represented by Ting Ting
3.1. Microbial analysis of sediment cores
3.1.1. SSD push cores
3.1.2. Transect across bacterial mats
3.1.3. Oily sediments
3.1.4. Resample May cruise locations (post DWH spill)
4. SDI/MMRI Our group and Paul Higley
4.1. Deploy on leg of the Horizontal Line Array
4.2. Collect active and passive data set from the Array
4.3. Operate the SSD ROV
5. UVTC represented by Max Woolsey
5.1. Mola Mola operations
5.1.1. Engineering Ops on NAV system
5.1.2. Eng ops on photo Survey system
5.2. Photo surveys
5.2.1. NAV/Photo calibration run on the a know point (HLA pod)
5.2.2. Photo survey of the SW vent and crater area
5.2.2.1.
Habitat assessment
5.2.2.2.
Map new locations of hydrate outcrop and active venting
Participants
MMRI: Matt Lowe, Andy Gossett, Brian Noakes, Larry Overstreet, Carol Lutken, Michela
Ingrassia, and Ken Sleeper
SDI: Paul Higley and Scott Sharp
UNC-CH: Howard Mendlovitz, Dan Hoer, and Ting Ting
FSU: Rachel Wilson
UVTC, USM: Max Woolsey
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September 9, 2010
0700
0830
1630
1830
1900

Carol arrives with MMRI van and collects Ken, Andy and Michela, Good to health
center for Micheal’s TB test and then swing by the office for a hard drive and extra map
Leave Oxford for New Orleans
Pickup UNC group at New Orleans airport and head for Cocodrie
Arrive at the boat. MMRI shop team on site and loaded. Rachel on site and loaded.
UNC gear from the van loaded as well
Conversations with SDI during the day:
SSD passed a simulated saltwater test and limited (small vessel) pressure test
Paul and Scott head out at about 1630 today

September 10, 2010
0400 Scott and Paul arrive from Texas
0730 Load SDI’s gear: SSD ROV, HLA etc
0930 Everything on board. Cpt Craig will arrive about 1100 with new mattresses and bedding.
Will ship out after that
1240 Ship out, de-port Cocodrie
1550 Mola Mola test: bottom lock/NAV test in shallow water on the shelf
Michaela plotting points
DWH from Web: 28 44.20; 88 23.23
Andy’s Incident site: 28 44.022; 88 21.957
Ting Ting has a CTD cast site from May that she would like to revisit near DWH
1640 Mola Mola test done, successfully, AUV back on board
1720 Science meeting
Calibrate USBL and LBL
Dive 1 – deploy HLA
Dive 2 – connect HLA to IDP; recon from IDP north along scarp to PFA; looking for
sites for the CSA and scope out the PFA
Dive 3 – Push cores in mat
Mola Mola surveys
Deploy CSA
Dive to pay out CSAs
Dive to recover PFA

September 11, 2010
0600
0630

on site at MC118, arrived at 0430
Rigging the USBL and stiff arm
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0905
1230
1240
1300

1350

1430
1505
1515
1520
1540
1600
1631
1800
1915
1928

1950
2021

Deploy USBL calibration mooring w/ ADCP north of the mound area. Planned to leave
mooring down till the next cruise (Sept 26) but recovered it and will set back out at the
end of the cruise for some extended current profiling
Setting up for first CTD cast, target is Rudyville / alpha vent
start cast (091110-cast 1) at 28d 51.1025min / 88d 29.837min lower at half speed
(30m/min)
Drift speed has slowed down, still west of target and may land way north (maybe should
go for Bravo site
- CTD is set up with Howard’s sensor package in addition to the seabird suite
Using a seaguard data logger drawing power from the rosette
Two optodes optical O2 sensors (fast response, non destructive/consumptive, fast
recovery time
Two Metz methane sensors
CTD (conductivity, temp and pressure)
One Z-pulse current meter (planer acoustic current profiler)
Hit bottom target at Rudyville: 28d 51.135min / 88d 29.525min
Collect bottles on the assent at bottom, 800m, 700, 650, 600,575, 550, 500, 300, 100, and
surface for GC analysis by Rachel (FSU) and microbe by Ting Ting (UNC-CH)
Rosette back on deck: 28d 51.136 / 88d 29.384. Rachel and Ting Ting collecting water
samples
Moving to set up for cast 2. Small oil leak in the SSD - fixed
on location to start cast 2 (target is Bravo vent) at 28d 51.113m / 88d 29.320m. will
collect bottles at same intervals as cast one
drift has changed from 080 to 140deg. Come back up and choose another start point
Re start CAST 2: 28 51.268 / 88 29.507
On bottom at Bravo vent: 28 51.195 / 88 29.403 pop bottles as did with cast one
On deck, CAST 2 completed 28d 51.113 / 88 29.320
Begin first SSD dive. Targets: inspect the IDP and HLA pod, survey north to the PFA2
and continue north along the fault scarp while looking for a good site for the CSA and to
collect push cores along the way
SSD on bottom at 28 51.42182 / 88 29.67394 (deg min lat/lon) -4deg pitch & -2 roll
Target is 9m east and 11mn. Lots of particulate matter, current out of the NW
At the PFA(2), up to the hilt in sediments
28 51.42165 / 88 29.67275
Attempt push cores II at same lat lon with deg. min of .42144 / .67417
Mud on outside of core tube with feathers in ice-like configurations
Bent the T handle and completely rotated the core to re-orient it (disturbed core!)
Push core V – slightly closer to the PFA
28 51.42089 / 88 29.67162
Core V back in carousel (second core)
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2055
2119

2304

2326

Move forward again for core VI
Core has blades on the top
SSD back in lander cage; pick up 25 m
touch down: -4 pitch and 5 roll. East of the PFA to investigate a sonar reflector 10m
NW, the one that we saw earlier in the dive and thought it was possibly the PFA2.
See Polycheate worm tubes arched over in the substrate. Lander dips in the sediments.
Layered hard ground. Flew out of the cage to look around – no mat.
28 51.41908 / 88 29.65640
SSD off the bottom, headed to trace scarp’s west edge North and then around to the East.
28 51.46920 / 88 29.65255 = small mound of hydrate? Carbonate rock? And a depression
Shell abundant
Set down, looks very hummocky, some mat and possible hydrate (?). – 5.8 pitch; - 11.0
roll. 28 51.47968 / 88 29.65325
Maneuvering the manipulator arm’s hand to grasp the T-handle.

September 12, 2010
0001

0028
0045
0100
0125
0150

depth = 847m coring near suspected mat
Core VII: out side mat, 28 51.48465 / 88 29.65202 core punched in neatly to nearly full
depth but only a little recovery
Core IV: edge of mat @ 28 51.48192 / 88 29.65208
Core I: center of mat, 28 51.48078 / 88 29.65277
globules seem to be frozen only on the outside of the core tube: “mist” occupies the core
tubes above the sediment
SSD back in the cage. Lift up and continue following the scarp to the North and East.
Beggeatoa Mats prevalent at bend. Had to adjust the heave compensator at point where
HLA leg will cross the scarp. See plenty of shell beds at this location followed by mat.
The SSD goes down/lost video at 28 51.49882 / 88 29.55711.
Core descriptions, later in the morning around 10:00
Core IV: carbonate nodules
Core I: dark, organic-rich for first ~ 6” (15cm); smeared\
Core V: from PFA area; flocculated on top, reddish, oxidized? Very fine. Re taped
bottom
Core II: homogenized (disturbed?) but same (as V?)
Core VI: from PFA site; orange on top layer – smeared. Live ? in water orange
incursions pencil point sized green spiral
Mat area
Core VII: off mat – flocculated surface, very organic rich top cm smeared into additional
10cm with carbonate nodules
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Core IV: lots of carbonate nodules. Smearing of organic rich upper layer. Total about
8cm
Core I: traces of off gassing (last night) top is flocculated.
0930
1045

1055
1105
1155
1235
1255

1326
1420

1625
1705
1730

1805

Set up for CTD/Gandi Cast 3 at site of Cast 13 from June 2010 (~1km E of mound)
on site to start CTD Cast 3 but switch to MOLA MOLA test instead
1) Pogo test to evaluate vertical tracking
2) 50m box test for horizontal tracking
Mola M over the side
Trip line release and the Mola M starts free swimming
Mola M back on board. Did not run the 50m box test. Had difficulty holding constant
depth during pogo test
Setting back up fro Cast 3
Start Cast 3 at 28 51.438 / 88 28.402 (NE of cast we 13 target site with a good drift to
SW) descend at half speed (?)
Bottle sequence: surface, 100, 300, 500, 550, 575, 600, 625, 650, 700 and bottom (meter)
SSD update: ECU bottle checked out, serial card is fried from fault somewhere outside
of the ECU. Checking the Hydraulics Power Bottle; both have a shared serial card. Have
a spare serial card but not sure if we should use it yet.
Cast 3 on bottom 28 51.2775 / 88 28.5826 ; very close to where cast 13 started
(beginning of cast - not bottom)
Cast 3 over. Howard asking to do a cast for Andreas Teske near DWH. A re-do of cast
WS46 from 5/31/10 by the Walton Smith cruise about 6.5 to 8km SW of DWH
28.695353 / -88.434983
Will mobilize slowly with USBL over the side (5kts) will take ~2 hours to arrive
SSD update: disassemble the hydraulic bottle and find carbon powder everywhere from
the brushes on the motor. This could be the root cause of the short! But it may not
because the soot is only a coating and can’t carry many amps
Mola Mola update: Max sees too much ballast/lift overdriving the vertical thruster.
Will reballast the vehicle
On site for Cast 4 (WS24 re-do). 28 41.7159 / 88 26.0855 going down full speed
(60m/sec). Bottle sequence: surface, 400, 800, 2x @ 1170, 2x @ 1210, 2 @ 1320, and
bottom
coming back up from a depth of 1300m plus. Popping bottles on ascent.
rosette back on board
Max will do a USBL test: had problems getting meaningful depths (300m reading for an
actual depth of only 20m). Will hang out here while Max and Andy do an USBL test on
Mola Mola which is giving huge error 1700m away and 40m depth
USBL test failed. Start motoring back to MC118. The USBL problem looks like a
compatibility issue between ours and UVTC Linkquest systems.
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2035

Start Cast 5: target = fault intersection on north side of mound (Woolsey Mound) to redo Mass Spec cast 4 from June 2010
28 51.4279 / 88 29.1149 Bottles: surface, 100, 300, 500, 550, 575, 600, 625, 650, 700
and bottom

2320
2345

Mola Mola back on board after attempting the pogo and box test again (not successful)
Start Cast 6 (full speed, 60m/sec) target is pock mark in the NW area which is the same
target as Mass Spec cast 3 from last June
Start at 28 51.5224 / 88 29.5662 bottles at surface, 200, 250, 300, 350, 500, 550, 600,
650, 700, and bottom
Cast 6 done at 28 51.4230 / 88 29.8729 (call it a day)

2425

September 13, 2010
0645
0700
0730
0732

0805

1405

1425
1500
1620
1700

Mark spot for Cast 7. Target is the location of second set of push cores taken with the
SSD: 28° 51’ 29.1” N and 88° 29’ 39.1” W (near the NW corner of the bend in the
scarp)
Do a drift test prior to the cast
Start Cast 7 at 28 51.5924/88 29.3829
Abort cast, alarm sounded. Lost serial comms
MMRI team prepping the ROVARD – CSA for deployment (disconnecting FO cable
from SSD and move the ROV out of the way. Cabling for the CSA done last night.
CTD is down! Jordan making some strong statements and assumptions: blaming
Howard’s gear but Andy and Howard can’t see how. Howards gear is only drawing
power from the CTD. No comms lines used
Talk with Paul RE a satellite buoy like the one he has out for a BP spill project
($0.66/min at 9600 baud + ~300k for the mooring). Paul suggests we talk with BP
response team in Houma when we get back to port.
Setting up on station to deploy ROVARD – CSA with two Peepers added
Target is site of the second set of push cores from area of suspected mat (dark gray floc
material). Will drift in to the site and try to hold station
On station and move ROVARD to stern of the boat.
ROVARD deployment underway. Kind of a rough deployment. 3 to 4 ft seas, banged
the fan tail, added a tag line to control the swing. Moved the start point to the S because
our drift changed to the NW. Andy has us on target
ROVARD on the bottom, touched down south of the target, along the base of the scarp
at 88° 29’ 39.421”N and 28° 51’ 28.440”
Cable and gear back on deck
Discussion on what to do next:
- CTD casts: remove Pelican gear and add Howards modem and sensors
- run autonomously (internally log, self powered- battery)
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- won’t know depth and will take a couple of hours to set up
- Howard not keen to waste a battery pack on low value targets
- SSD/ROV ops: Paul talked with Focal. It will take 4 weeks for a new card, therefore,
seems too risky to go in again. If we smoke the spare card now we will not be running on
the next cruise. We have no idea of why the card failed so likely to smoke the spare set
as well. Better to do more testing to try to narrow down the fault.
- MOLA MOLA: Max still working with NAV, lighting and Linkquest issues. Will not
deep dive without a working USBL. Andy heard back from Linkquest but nothing useful
- Put IDP back to sleep: should wake up at 1900. Max will keep working with the
MOLA MOLA till then. At that time we will decide if the MOLA can go back in. If not
we will head for port
1930 Scott successfully talked to IDP and put it back to sleep until September 27th
1940 Max still trouble shooting the AUV. Will pull up the USBL mast and head for port. Will
stop along the transit to test with AUV one Max is ready. The USBL issue will not be
solved on this cruise.
2130 Leave MC118 for Cocodrie LA. MMola back on board; did another shallow depth test
run w/ the AUV. Lost comms with the vehicle. Had a kind of rough recovery n 3ft seas.

September 14, 2010
1100
1200

Arrive in port at LUMCON facility. Paul has a meeting with CSA(BP) at 1400. We will
stay to participate
Repacking the cores; drawing off the water and take another set of pictures.

